
Folding Your  
Under the Weather® Pod

Visit undertheweatherpods.com for  
“Folding Your Pod” and “Setting Up Your Pod” videos.

Step in front of 
your Pod so you 
are facing the 
front door. Side 
windows and/or 
doors should be 
zipped closed. 
Front door should 
be unzipped all 
the way like it is 
on a hinge.
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After both 
sides have 
been folded 
and the Pod 
is flat on its 
back, tuck in 
the bottom 
and top.
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Stand the Pod 
up in front of  
you so the 
back of the 
Pod is facing 
you.
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Firmly curl the 
Pod forward 
halfway down.

After curling 
halfway down, 
inch your 
hands closer 
to the center.
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Place the Pod on its back so it is laying on the ground 
with the front facing up. 

Fold in right side. NOTE: Pods can vary as to which side 
folded in first works best. If your Pod isn’t collapsing 
easily, try folding the left side in first.

Quickly check to see that the steel wires are flat and 
not twisted. Run your fingers along the wire or gently 
step on the wires to flatten.
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WARNING: Folding improperly can permanently damage the Pod. Pods with  
damaged wires resulting from improper folding are not covered under warranty.

Continue to 
firmly curl the 
Pod forward 
until the top 
wire is facing 
toward your 
shins. The 
“curl” is 
the key to 
ensuring your 
Under the 
Weather® Pod 

folds properly—See video on our 
website for a visual!
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After curling, 
and while 
holding the 
Pod against 
your legs, grab 
the right side 
of the Pod  
and push it to 
the middle.
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Grab the left 
side and push 
it on top to 
shape it into a 
circle. Place in 
carry case.
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under the
Comfort. Weather or Not.™®

Visit undertheweatherpods.com  for “Setting Up Your Pod”   and “Folding Your Pod” videos.


